Musicplay Preschool: wk 1
New Songs and Poems:
1. Time for Music
Hello Chant (not recorded)
2. Three Little Monkeys
3. Alligator Alarm
Count the Beat
4. Short Letter A
5. Monkeys
6. Shake it Together
7. Let’s Play Instruments
8. Play the Instruments Quickly
9. Play and Stop
10. Brandenburg, Bach
11. Skinamarink

Purpose:
opener
names
high-middle-low
vocal development
letter song
letter song
movement
action song
movement
concept

instruments
instruments
instruments
instruments
echo rhythm
goodbye
assess

Objectives:
- The students will be able to keep the beat when moving to a song.
- The students will be able to use high, middle and low voices.
I Can Statements:
I can keep a beat when I move to a song.
I can use high, middle and low voices.
Materials:
Toy elephant (Melody)
Three little monkey and alligator puppets (optional)
8 beats printable
Bach printable
Class set of egg shakers
Letter A poster

CD: Activity:
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
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Time for Music - talk about beat
Hello Chant: Preschool Beat Chant - pat the beat
Three Little Monkeys - use puppets to introduce, then teach fingerplay
Melody the Elephant - solo singing
Alligator Alarm - make up new verses
Short Letter A
Beat, No Beat - move when there’s a beat, freeze when there’s no beat
Monkeys - play recording and teach the actions
Shake it Together - move the way the song says, make up new verses
Count the Beat Poem
Beat, beat, feel the beat. Everybody count the beat.
tap the beat - 8 hearts - point to numbers on hearts
say numbers out loud when there is a heart
sound inside head when there is no heart
Let's Play Instruments - give each child an egg shaker
Play the Instruments Quickly
Play and Stop
Brandenburg Concerto, Bach - play the beat along with instruments
Echo rhythm patterns with the instruments using the syllable ba. ba ba baba ba
Skinamarink
steady beat movement through observation, non-locomotor in Time for Music,
locomotor in the beat - no beat movement activity

